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ABSTRACT
Bullying is a serious problem concerning us all. The problem has
already been tackled within HCI research, including different de-
sign and technology-based interventions, some of which strongly
advocate human agency, social responsibility, action taking, and
ownership for children. Along these lines, we address the problem
of bullying in collaboration with children through critical design
and Making. Critical and empowering approaches have aroused
interest in child computer interaction (CCI) research, while we par-
ticularly explore Theatre of the Oppressed as a tool for evaluating
design concepts with children and for empowering children to act
as agents of change. Different theatre and drama-based methods
have been utilized in CCI, while their potential for empowering
children remains poorly explored. This study positions Theatre of
the Oppressed within critical design and Making process, examines
children’s experiences with it and scrutinizes in which sense it can
be considered empowering, with implications for CCI research and
design.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing; • Human computer interac-
tion (HCI); • Empirical studies in HCI;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Bullying is a common and serious problem concerning us all. The
problem has aroused interest in several disciplines, including Hu-
man Computer Interaction (HCI) and Child Computer Interaction
(CCI). A variety of means and tools have been proposed to tackle
bullying, including design and technology-based interventions [51].
In CCI, children have engaged in participatory design to tackle bul-
lying [4, 5, 29, 31, 39, 42, 64, 71, 82, 96, 104]. Although valuable work
has been conducted, this research streamwould benefit from amore
critical, empowerment-oriented approach, which have aroused in-
terest in CCI recently (e.g. [20, 48, 54, 55, 91]): researchers argue
for critical empowerment of children – their agency and power
to shape and drive digital technology development, to approach it
critically and to tackle important, real-world problems along the
way (e.g. [20, 54, 55, 103, 106]). Along these lines, we explore the
potential of Theatre of the Oppressed, TO, (e.g. [12, 21, 36, 37, 65]) as
a tool for evaluation and demonstration of design concepts as well
as for empowering children and larger collectives to tackle bullying
through design and technology. TO is a form of theatre which aims
to identify oppression and to liberate those oppressed. The method
has received research interest in different disciplines [12, 36, 37].
Studies have explored it with children (e.g., [10, 25, 71]). However,
in CCI, there is a lack of research on this tool: only two studies
were found, one using it for arousing discussion in the community,
another one using it within participatory design (PD) process ad-
dressing bullying with children [25, 71]. However, it remains poorly
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explored in CCI research – the existing literature does not examine
children’s experiences with it, nor does it describe its potential for
empowering children and larger collective around them, i.e. its po-
tential for critical empowerment ([47], see also [57, 75]), in our case
in the context of using design and technology to tackle bullying.

We explore the research question of “What is the potential of
Theatre of the Oppressed in critical design and Making process
in empowering children?” The question is addressed within a re-
search project exploring critical design and Making with children,
tackling the problem of bullying at school through design, Mak-
ing and theatre, in collaboration with children. We describe the
project, the design outcomes and how they were evaluated and
demonstrated using TO methods. In addition, we analyze how the
project, particularly TO., empowered children. We reflect on our
experiences on using the methods with children in school context
and give practical hints of how to apply the method in design and
Making projects.

Before continuing, we emphasize that the problem of bullying
itself is difficult, if not impossible, to solve due to its multifold, trou-
blesome, and complex nature [51]. Therefore, no approach to design
and Making alone cannot alone solve this problem. Yet, we believe
with our critical, design and drama-based approach we are able to
create a context in which children improve their socials skills, build
and share empathy for victims and feel safe and empowered to
jointly imagine a world without bullying and take action towards
it (e.g. [44]). We have been inspired by the solution-focused brief
therapy approach [112] with focus on envisioning desired futures
with favorable behaviors instead of focusing on problematic expe-
riences. This approach puts emphasis on the social nature of the
problem and its solution, focusing on “making the school a happy
place for all”. Instead of focusing on problems, i.e., real cases of
bullying, the approach leans on participants’ strengths as problem
solvers, i.e., on their imagination and creativity, potentially still
using their experiences as a resource in design.

The paper is structured as follows. Section two positions this
work in relation to related CCI research inspired by theatre and
drama or by critical, empowering approaches. In addition, literature
on TO is presented as well as an analytic lens on empowerment.
Section three presents the research design involved in this study
while section four presents the empirical findings. Section five
discusses the findings and their implications and limitations, while
section six concludes the paper.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Drama and theatre for technology design

and making
The famous line by Shakespeare, “all the world is a stage” [90],
emphasizes the importance of drama, theatre, and performing
arts, to build, cultivate, and reflect our social understanding of
the world. Thus, drama, play, and performances are incorporated in
children’s learning and educational activities and methods across
disciplines, including activities that are technology inspired, me-
diated, or driven. While there is a lack of research on TO in CCI,
there is a lot of CCI research addressing drama or theatre in the
context of design or use of digital technology or in the context of
education of children. Drama has been used in PD for long: drama

with props has been used for engaging users, including children,
to explore design ideas [14]. Performed scenarios in the stage of
everyday life [46] have been considered useful in the early design
phases. [9] show an interesting study of “touring experience” with
a digital game where mobile technology enables new possibilities
for user studies relying on performance and interactive art types of
approaches while interweaving between fictional and real worlds.
CCI studies also propose drama or theatre for the purpose of facili-
tating the design process. [52] pursue for “aesthetic” experiences
when co-designing new technologies with children where fictional
narratives and imaginative artifacts were used to explore new ways
of living. [76] introduce an obstructed theatre method for eliciting
ideas from children, by showing them videos, in which a future
product was discussed but not shown. [87] explore the potential
of bodystorming and theatre-based techniques in the design of a
learning environment offering interactive experiences based on
Full-Body Interaction. PD workshops included theatre play activi-
ties, guided by theatre teachers familiar with the practice. [92, 93]
utilized dramatized scenarios, inspired by Bollywood method [18],
for facilitating cross-cultural communication and collaboration on-
line among children. Bollywood method has originally aimed at
facilitating the design process, particularly usability evaluation, in
India, lowering the threshold for participants for giving critical
feedback [18]. Short, dramatized scenarios are akin to traditional
rural South Indian children’s playground games where children
perform a short skit “to situate the gameplay in a story” [60].

Drama and theatre have also been digitally supported by CCI re-
searchers. [83, 84] evaluated an interactive puppet theatre for deaf
children. [33] explored tangible interaction for gathering feedback
from children participating in immersive theatre. [72] created inter-
active performances for children and caregivers with improv actors
using DIY technologies, to augment children’s natural patterns
of play. Children have also been positioned as participants in vir-
tual role-play [79]. FearNot! [102], a virtual learning environment,
engages children as invisible friends or bystanders who witness bul-
lying and discuss and guide the victim. [70] explored collaborative
virtual dramas through child-designed virtual actors, scenes, and
stories through Teatrix application. [1] invited children into creative
co-production of digital media through dynamic puppet theatre kit,
aiming at literacy development of children. [98] formulated a 7-step
spectrum of audience interactivity, from passive observers, to in-
fluencing events, to becoming performers, through co-design with
child audience interaction during live music performances. [78]
developed an immersive multimodal learning environment inspired
by Readers Theatre for improving children’s reading skills. Children
acted as performers and co-designers. [81] employed cooperative
inquiry in child-adult groups to ascertain how they would like to
experience drama and enhance the audience-performer relationship
using technology for breaking the fourth wall.

Theatre and drama have been connected with education of chil-
dren in different ways. PD theatre has been experimented with
as a tool in educating children about privacy [11]. Dramatic ele-
ments have been used in games in the context of behavioral training
of autistic children [6, 107]. [17] designed a serious game where
children resolve conflicts that arise between virtual actors as the
director of a virtual school theatre club. There are also studies that
address drama and theatre in the context of Science, Technology,
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Engineering, Arts, andMathematics (STEAM) education of children.
This includes [111] with kindergarten children’s dramatic play for
understanding and reporting the weather. Children have also cre-
ated robot performances using a mixed-reality choreography tool
[109]. [7] have utilized theatre as part of informal education pro-
gram integrating child-robot interaction and musical theatre. A
Maker theatre toolkit has been developed for children to engage in
Making and to nurture a Maker mindset, allowing children to tell
stories using a puppetry show and Making [19]. Boals’ concept of
TO has inspired two CCI studies, in which interactive theatre has
been used for empowering young women to facilitate community
dialog and develop solutions on violence they experience [25], and
for tackling bullying with children through PD of a virtual envi-
ronment for moral, social and emotional learning [71]. However,
these studies do not scrutinize the use of the method in the con-
text of design or children’s experiences of it, even if it is seen as
empowering. This is where this study contributes.

2.2 Critical and Empowering Approaches
There is growing interest in CCI in critical and empowering re-
search and design [50], inspired by critical scholars, working
against marginalization, domination, oppression, and exclusion
(e.g. [20, 32, 45, 97], see also [49]). Empowerment of children is an
important goal in CCI [49], while some CCI studies embrace also its
critical underpinnings. Such studies are often inspired by the Scan-
dinavian, political PD tradition [20, 48, 53–55, 91]. They underscore
children’s computational empowerment, i.e. agency to drive digi-
tal technology development and critical reflection on technology
and digitalization in their lives and in the society [20, 38, 48, 53–
55, 59, 91, 113]. Some invite children to address real world problems
of societal or community relevance (e.g. [38, 54, 59, 94, 99, 108, 113],
also [106]). Some are specifically inspired by critical design or Mak-
ing [66, 105], while yet there are few of them [50]. Overall, this
study advocates critical empowerment of children and examines
TO as a means for achieving this, positioning TO within critical
design and Making and empowering children to make a change in
the world.

Even if theatre and drama have not yet been used in CCI for this
purpose, there is inspiration to be gained from other disciplines.
Drama-based approaches have been used for empowerment within
social work and counselling. In [43] a participatory model for hu-
man rights education is provided, in which drama was applied to
engage children in active collaboration to strengthen knowledge,
skills, and attitudes regarding human rights, and child rights in
particular. Playing fictional roles provides social context in which
values and sensitive topics may be explored safely. However, deep
reflection is needed to evoke sympathy and care for others. In [56]
ethno-theatre is used in narrative therapy (narrated by trained ac-
tors) for victims of human trafficking to make them feel positive,
important, and empowered. In [101] drama in the form of forum and
playback theatres is used with refugee and host children to increase
social emotional skills. Also, in [58], drama is used to promote
these skills with positive results. In [110], extended participatory
theatre methods are used with disadvantaged young people for
strengthening their capabilities to manage their lives and raising
the awareness to policy makers for necessary changes. [24] and

[68] applied theatre to encourage the development of capacities
among homeless. They use theatrical performances as a tool for
social intervention, theatre providing emancipatory and inclusive
experiences and helping participants critically look at their situa-
tion, providing a voice and fora for participation and helping them
combat potential exclusion from society. Hence, there is potential
in theatre for changing and transforming lives, for strengthening
human capacity, and for developing strategies of resistance [24, 68].

2.3 Theatre of the Oppressed
TO, developed by Augusto Boal, harnesses drama for empowering
and liberating the oppressed [12, 21]. Boal created a form of the-
atre where people become active and explore, show, analyze, and
transform the reality they are living [68], inspired by Freire’s Peda-
gogy of the Oppressed [21]. Boal argues that “Theatre is necessarily
political, because all the activities of man are political, and theatre is
one of them” [13]. The aim is to understand and find solutions for
social, interpersonal, and individual problems.

TO is an aesthetic method structured on a set of exercises and
dramatic techniques. It consists of four stages: Preparatory stage
includes practices like Knowing the body and Making the body ex-
pressive. Theatre as language embodies Forum Theatre techniques
and Theatre as discourse breaks down the barrier between actors
and audience by conducting theatre in public and involving by-
standers to the scene [36, 61]. In Forum Theatre actors perform a
skit illustrating a social problem or oppression and this real-life
hypothetical scene including a victim of some oppressive condition
is enacted to audience, after which a neutral facilitator (Boal calls
this joker) encourages the audience to consider how the scene could
be rewritten to respond to the oppressive condition. The audience
(Boal calls them spect-actors) is invited to actively engage with
the topic, reflect on it, to envision alternative paths, rehearsing for
future action taking [12]. In TO both actors and spectators observe
and create dramatic meaning in the performance with the goal to
liberate and empower them both. [12].

Outside CCI, TO has been practiced with youth in schools [74],
[85, 95], [26], jails [23] and workshops [69] around the world [30].
Methods have been implemented with immigrants or refugees
[8, 69, 88], incarcerated [23], LGBTQ [16], gifted youth [86] and
youth with disabilities [35, 89]. TO based methods have been ap-
plied in various ways with young participants. In Forum Theatre
youth’s role vary from audience/spect-actors (as in [27]) to ac-
tors presenting either for a separate audience (as in [40]) or in
workshops without external spectators (as in [15]). TO methods
have been utilized to address oppression in youth’s lives related
to e.g. racism [63, 86], sexism [86] and violence [8, 26] or on a
societal level like climate change [74, 77]. They have also been
used e.g. for exploring and constructing identity [23, 88] and for
political and democratic interaction and participation [34, 67]. Also
bullying has been addressed with the means of TO with youth
[2, 10, 15, 37, 80, 85]. In [10] middle-school students “participate
in transforming their experiences with bullying by rehearsing in-
terventions they could make in the future to prevent bullying that
they may personally experience or witness” [10]. In [37] Forum
Theatre was used to develop strategies for responding to and stop-
ping bullying in school with eight graders. In [85] TO with children
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concentrated on forms of bullying at school. The project managed
to develop social consciousness and revealed “interpersonal social
systems and power hierarchies within a classroom microculture”
[85]. Our study is among the first applying the method in the con-
text of critical design and Making involving digital tools, exploring
children’s experiences and empowerment within.

2.4 Analytical Lens
We acknowledge empowerment is a complex concept with different
definitions and traditions. It can be approached in a mainstream or
critical sense, with an individual or collective focus and as a motiva-
tional or relational construct (e.g. [22, 41, 47, 57, 62, 75, 100]). The
mainstream view is often present in psychology andmanagement
literature, seeing empowerment as a management tool, motivating
employees by giving them more decision power, while the critical
view denies this as empowerment and maintains empowerment
necessitates oppressed to combat the oppression [41, 47, 62]. When
empowerment is seen as a relational construct it is approached
as power over someone or something ([22], see also [41]) while
as amotivational construct, it is associated with increased task
motivation [22, 100]. The motivational construct often connects
with the mainstream view, while the relational one with the critical
one. For the former, Thomas and Velthouse’s [100] propose four
aspects as central: impact, competence, meaningfulness, and choice.
As for criticality, we rely on [50] and view it as entailing 1) provid-
ing critique of the status quo, and 2) accomplishing transformative
redefinition of the current situation [3]. Hence, the critical view on
empowerment sees ”there are oppressed groups and conditions in
the world and empowerment entails that these oppressed groups
critically scrutinize and contest the oppressing historical, social and
political conditions of the status quo – within this view it is seen
that empowerment entails that the marginalized, dominated, or
oppressed overcome or combat such marginalization, domination
or oppression” ([47], see also [41, 57, 75]). Collective concerns
and social responsibility are also underscored within the critical
view; one should not aim at empowering only oneself but consider
those oppressed or marginalized more broadly: to critically reflect
on the oppressing conditions of status quo and take action against
it to improve the quality of life and well-being of a larger collective
([47], see also [57, 75]).

3 RESEARCH DESIGN
The research is an outcome of long-term interest in and support
for empowerment and genuine participation of children. Extensive
work has been carried out with local schools, exploring PD and
Making in with children and teachers (e.g. [45–47, 58, 100]). In
this paper, the interest is in critical design and Making, explored
with children. The project spans several years, while it started
with a one-year collaboration with the City of Oulu in Finland:
City representatives suggested examining how critical design and
Making could be utilized by children to address bullying at school.
The city representatives identified volunteering schools through
their principles. Once the schools had been selected, we approached
them by introducing our project idea, after which volunteering
teachers were located. This study focuses on one of the schools:
on a sixth-grade class of pupils and their teacher. Prior our study,

the research information and consent forms were distributed to the
pupils. In addition, information about the research was sent for the
parents via school’s online communication tool. The pupils were
asked to return the consent forms signed by their guardian before
the first session. The project involved 7 researchers of which 3
participated in the work at school. One researcher has a background
in theatre, and she designed and led the drama-based activities.

3.1 Critical design and Making process to
tackle the problem of bullying

Figure 1 illustrates the general process of design and Making ac-
tivities in the project. The project aims to encourage children to
develop a mindset of critical designer and Maker, who uses design
and technology to tackle bullying. We integrated design, Making,
and criticality into the process, TO enabling demonstration and
evaluation of the design solutions as well as a critical and empow-
ering approach. The project is also described in [105].
The first steps entailed sensitizing with bullying and technology.We
started with activities aimed at sensitizing children with technology
(1), encouraging reflections on their position as technology users,
designers, Makers and activists. This included interviews, filling
in a booklet of tasks related to technology and interviewing a
close adult about their relationship to technology and reporting
the answers. Afterwards, bullying was introduced, with activities
aimed at sensitizing children with bullying (2). The point was not to
discuss personal experiences, but instead asking children to imagine
bullying scenarios and write descriptions and draw storyboards
of them. Children were also asked to make personas of people
involved including a bully, a victim of bullying, a bystander, and an
adult. Finally, children wrote a letter to an imagined bully or victim
of bullying.

Thereafter, we engaged children in design and Making, i.e., in
envisioning how design and technology can be used to tackle the
problem of bullying. Children started to envision alternative fu-
tures (3) through design fiction, ideation, and prototyping. The
process started with a short introduction to design fiction, through
researcher-made videos, to orient children towards the future,
awaken their imagination, and motivate them to consider solutions
involving technologies that might not exist yet. This was followed
by therapy inspired “miracle method” group discussions [28] where
children were asked to imagine a world without bullying. Paral-
lelly, children started in groups to brainstorm ideas for a gadget
for creating a bullying-free school and society, and better and safer
atmosphere. A selection of tiny objects was used for inspiration.
Children were asked to write and draw bullying scenarios, where
the gadget would play a role. New personas were also designed.
We emphasized criticality by conducting a critical analysis of the
design ideas (4) through group reflection on underlying assump-
tions in the ideas, laddering group interviews on values behind
the ideas and drawing worst and best-case scenarios of the world
with and without the gadget. This was followed by a prototyping
phase (5) where groups made a low-fi prototype of their idea using
craft materials and then added interactivity to the prototypes using
programmable Lego bricks, conductive threads and LilyPad LEDs,
Codebug, or Makey Makey.
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Figure 1: The general design and making process in the project.

The next phase of critical design and Making was drama (6)
which followed the guidelines of TO and aimed to demonstrate the
design solutions to a wider audience, to contribute to evaluation of
them as well as to offer an empowering experience for the children
and the audience. It started with warm-ups inspired by TO phases
of knowing your body and making the body expressive [36]. These
activities were integrated already into ideation, critical analysis
and prototyping as warmups. The drama sessions started with
division of roles, activities for building empathy towards characters,
preparing the scenes and familiarizing with the theatre practice.
In our approach, the groups designed and practiced the scenes,
they were not improvised in place (see [61]). While preparing the
scenes Image theatre inspired frozen image was applied. This phase
culminated in presenting the scenes in a Forum Theatre event. It
started by preparing the spect-actors by explaining the project and
what activity was expected from them. The audience consisted of
children from other classes and their teachers. They were invited to
act as spect-actors, engaged in the scenes [61]. We had a facilitator
to encourage audience interaction [61]. We used also a hotseat [73],
where each character sat in turn and answered audience’s questions.
To help audience involvement, we utilized a list of questions given
in advance. The audience was encouraged to ask questions from the
characters, but they did not interfere in the scenes. Participating
children acted their scenes twice for two audiences consisting of
different classes and their teachers from the same school. A final
session after TO encouraged children to reflect on the prototypes:
they gave short presentations of the prototypes in groups in front
of the class and gave feedback (7) for other’s prototypes using Post
it -notes. After the final session, each child was interviewed.

3.2 Participants, data collection and analysis
The participating class was a sixth-grade class with 19 pupils (aged
11-12 years; 8 girls, 11 boys). These demographics exclude the few
pupils who did not have consent from parents. The project lasted
for 9 weeks with 10 sessions (length 90 min). The data contains indi-
vidual start and end interview transcripts from each child, pictures
taken throughout the project, field notes from each session, focus
group transcripts, videos of TO events and the material children

produced during the project including scenarios, personas, letters,
reflective diaries, and prototypes. In this paper, the analysis relies
on the prototypes, scenarios, interviews, pictures taken from drama
phase and videos from the TO event.

The analysis is divided into three foci: 1) Outcomes of the design
and Making process (presented in empirical findings section 4.1), 2)
children’s reflections on the TO process (presented in section 4.2)
and 3) researchers’ reflections on the TO process (presented in sec-
tion 4.3). As for the first focus, we examined the design outcomes as
evolving from prototypes to scenes in the drama presentations and
children’s reflections that emerged after the drama event. We exam-
ined what kind of reflections emerged after all these activities. As
for the second focus, children’s ending interviews were transcribed,
and the quotations related to TO identified. One researcher coded
the quotations in a data-driven manner to a collaborative excel
to gain insights into children’s experiences concerning what they
liked / how they felt / what they remembered about preparing the
scenes, performing the scenes and playing their characters, what
they experienced as nice or as bad during this phase, if they felt
empowered, if they learned something from the scenes and if they
felt that the scenes made an impact. Two researchers worked to
summarize the results of this qualitative coding for the empirical
findings section 4.2 to reflect the steps of the TO process presented
in Figure 1. Thereafter, all researchers collaborated to analyze these
results using the analytical lens on empowerment to gain insights
into the empowering potential of the TO process. As for the third
focus, all researchers collaboratively reflected on the process. This
was on-going throughout the project, while after it the researcher
having background in theatre wrote several reflective accounts on
how and why the process went as it went and on how it could be
improved. Researchers having background in CCI commented and
built on the description from their disciplinary perspective. As a
result, section 4.3. gives insights on what the research team, collec-
tively, considers important aspects in TO process with children.

3.3 Research ethics
As the topic of the project, bullying, is a delicate issue that in worst
case can cause lifelong psychological trauma, we had to be sensitive
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in handling this topic with children in vulnerable developmental
stage. We followed the Ethics guidelines and criteria of the National
Agency for Research Integrity, according to which our study did
not require obtaining an ethical statement as information-based
consent was asked from the minor participants and their parents
and we didn’t intervene the physical integrity or show exception-
ally powerful impulses. Still, for ensuring best practices, we took
several measures. We ensured the facilitators working with children
had a responsible and ethical stance towards children. We estab-
lished close collaboration with the teacher. Before starting the work
with the pupils, we interviewed the teacher. The semi-structured
interview concerned among other topics, bullying within the class
and the practices the teacher and the school have for confronting
bullying. The interview revealed the class did not have serious
problems with bullying and the school had established practices for
intervening if bullying occurred at school. This was essential, as we
did not want to run the study with a class with severe bullying prob-
lems as we were aware the study might trigger troubling feelings
and memories. Then again, we acknowledge bullying is a common
problem that every child has some experience on it, unfortunately.
In addition to the start interviews, we consulted the teacher prior all
activities to ensure they were suitable for the pupils and discussed
after each session the teacher’s views of how the sessions went.
The teacher was present during all activities. The teacher formed
groups in advance to ensure pupils’ strengths complemented each
other, and discrimination or bullying was not likely. During the
sessions, we were aware of power play within the class and tried
to ensure equal participation and avoid favoring more talkative
and loud-voiced children. This was specially to bear in mind while
interacting with children in smaller groups. We ensured children
were not forced to share thoughts in any stage. In the sensitizing
phase, to prevent children sharing troubling or personal informa-
tion, we highlighted that the outcomes should not be based on
true stories, but they should be imaginary, especially the persona
descriptions. During the miracle method interviews, we asked chil-
dren to imagine the world without bullying. This exercise reflected
existing pain points but did not describe a single bullying event but
rather typical moments when oppression emerges. Finally, during
drama phase, children had freedom to choose the role they wanted.
A few times children changed roles during the drama preparation
as they did not feel comfortable in the role they had chosen. Overall,
we acknowledge that bullying is a delicate matter with children;
yet, very important to address.

4 EMPIRICAL FINDINGS
4.1 Outcomes of the design, Making and

Theatre of the Oppressed process
During the design process, the children iterated their design con-
cepts during several cycles, starting with personas and scenarios,
moving on to design ideas that were critically analyzed. Those
were then concretized with low-fi and interactive prototypes. The
children iteratively improved their scenario descriptions where the
prototype played a role. The scenes children presented in the TO
event were created based on these scenarios. The scenes presented
situations involving events of physical and verbal bullying. The

idea was that the designed prototypes were acting as tools for trans-
forming the world into a better place in the scene. The prototypes
and the corresponding scenes are presented in Figures 2. and Table
1.
Hence, TOwas applied to evaluate and develop the created concepts
with a real audience. During the TO event, the children presented
two versions of the same story: one without the digital tool and
other with it. This set up followed the TO methods idea by present-
ing first the oppressive situation as is for the audience for them to
be able to identify the oppression and imagine possible solutions.
The second scene highlighted the role of the digital tools in the
storyline and supported children’s iterative design and Making by
helping the children imagine alternative solutions for the problem.

After the TO event, we conducted an evaluation round, where
all the pupils in the class were able to give feedback on other teams’
prototypes and presented TO scenarios as written in post it notes
(see Table 1). After the feedback round, the post-it notes were read
aloud and discussed among the whole group. These final comments,
given after the TO event, reflected the pupils’ need for immediate
intervention in the bullying incidents. The children also wished
for meaningful punishments for the bully. Too violent solutions
were criticized, and more constructive solutions were asked for.
Solutions which created good atmosphere for all were praised and
got the least criticism. Children also wished for solutions which
would really help in solving the problem and not only concentrating
on punishing the bully but also helping the victim.

4.2 Children’s reflection on the Theatre of the
Oppressed

OVERALLEXPERIENCES.The children expressed various views
on the TO process. Most perceived the experience fun and, they
also used adjectives like interesting, easy, and nice. Negative views
were also expressed: TO was characterized as difficult, challenging,
or arousing nervousness. Some used adjectives like boring, weird,
or embarrassing. However, many mentioned TO as the favorite part.
Hence, the experience was positive for many. On a more detailed
level, there were differences in what the children enjoyed or did
not enjoy.

Drama warm-ups. The children did not reflect on the initial
phases a lot, perhaps preparing scenes and performing were fresher
in their mind. Some mentioned difficulty getting started with the ex-
ercises familiarizing themwith drama and being vulnerable: “maybe
at the beginning it was a bit difficult to act, because it wasn’t quite
sure what was going on” (Child 5, boy). Warm-ups were meant
to be a fun, relaxing experience, and we were happy to note they
seemed to do the trick. As one girl notes, they made children realize
there is no need to fret: “It was nice. I may have learned there is no
need to be so nervous” (C18, girl).

Building empathy. The children got into the shoes of the char-
acters by coming up with and discussing the characters’ feelings in
groups, and later expressing them through their faces and bodies.
Reflecting, they said this made them understand and consider oth-
ers’ point of views. The children stated they can now imagine how
bad bullying makes someone feel: “If it happened in real life, [it
would feel] pretty bad. If you imagine being the bullied” (C13, boy).
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Figure 2: Left: Children’s concept pictures and prototypes. Right: Practiced scenes

According to the interviews, they enjoyed this phase. As one girl
noted: “Stepping into the role of someone else was fun” (C9, girl).

Preparing the scenes. Planning the play was described diffi-
cult at first, but for some the most enjoyable part of the project.
The children reported that especially fun was making personas and
scenarios, drawing them, and practicing with the group: “I liked
making the comics and acting” (C5, boy). Freedom to work and
be creative were mentioned. Someone liked thinking about char-
acters’ feelings, someone planning the plot and someone drawing
the comic. This versatility of tasks supported versatile role taking.
Powerful personalities found their spot in the main role or directing
the play while shyer children were more involved in writing lines
or picking costumes. This provided children an opportunity to learn
about oneself and find their place and activity in a group. Character
development was found challenging by many. The children saw it
difficult to create characters and think about how they think, act,
or look like: “The hardest part was inventing those people for that
play” (C4, boy), “it was quite difficult coming up with characters”
(C5, boy). Many mentioned that although planning was challeng-
ing, it was fun and enjoyable. This implies the project was not too
difficult but challenging enough to provoke teamwork and thinking.
Moreover, there was a good amount of freedom and not too many
restrictions.

Familiarizing with theatre practice.Many children saw act-
ing as the best part. However, when asked how playing characters
made them feel, they expressed varied emotions. Some thought
playing the bully was fun: “It was fun because I got to beat up the
other paper dolls in the play.“ (C18, girl). Others reported feeling
bad about it and would have liked another part: “[it felt] bad be-
cause I don’t like to bully. I´d rather wanted to be the bullied” (C10,
boy). Playing the bullied also felt bad to some: “I was the one being
bullied. It felt a little bad” (C17, girl). Many reported relating to the
characters’ feelings and pointed out some things they did felt nice
or bad: “If I was a bystander in real life, it would be a bit stupid,
if I didn’t help the bullied.” (C2, boy). Two out of five groups did
changes to the roles and felt better: “First I was the bully, but then
we changed it. In the end I was the bullied.” (C16, boy). Some said
they would have liked another character but only one was left.

Presenting the scenes and interacting with the audience.
Most enjoyed presenting even though some were nervous: “I was
nervous, but it was fun” (C15, girl), or felt embarrassed: “It was nice,
but it was a little embarrassing” (C5, boy). However, there were
also those who didn’t enjoy it: “Really wasn’t my favorite, I hate

to perform in front of everyone” (C1, girl). The children described
answering questions e.g. fun, strange or difficult: “I don´t know, fun
and strange“ (C10, boy), “It was strange” (C5, boy), “a bit difficult”
(C13, boy). Despite difficulties in audience interaction, in the end
most saw acting and presenting as their favorite part: “I liked the
play the most. The easiest part was acting.” (C10, boy).

Impact of the Theatre of the Oppressed. Considering the
impact, positive developments were identified. Many described
increased empathy towards the bullied. As outcomes, the children
reported seeing the consequences of bullying, what it would feel
like to be bullied, on recognizing bullying and acting on it. They
perceived learning on others’ point of view, other peoples’ thoughts,
on bullying and on themselves or others. Several maintained also
that the audience learned something. A couple were of the opposite
opinion, however. Several considered TO as empowering: it had
enabled them to adopt the perspective of the bullied and associated
action taking. One child even considered how the ideas could be
implemented in the future.

EMPOWERING EXPERIENCES. We maintain TO offered
children empowering experiences and in several senses. They were
empowered in the motivational sense [47, 100]: many perceived TO
meaningful and appreciated the freedom and choice within: “It was
fun. You got to plan how you do it” (C15, girl) Moreover, several
reported TO having an impact: the children learning something
and being empowered, or the audience being impacted. As one girl
expressed, seeing the consequences can be powerful: “I believe you
can [learn from the scene]. They might not do it, if they see the
consequences” (C17, girl). Many expressed development of compe-
tence regarding TO. However, there were also those who did not
consider it meaningful, who felt lacking a choice in some situation
or expressed a lack of self-confidence: “I didn´t like making the play.
I was nervous.” (C15, girl), and reported no impact on themselves or
on the audience: “No [impact], at least on the younger ones” (C16,
boy). We conclude that some children experienced empowerment
in the motivational sense, while not all.

Children were also empowered in the relational sense [47]: they
had increased decision-making power; they were invited to utilize
design and technology to tackle a real-world societal problem of
bullying and managed to do so. They could freely plan the plays and
digital tools, based on their interests: “Perhaps the nicest was when
you could yourself come up with what the characters say.” (C18,
girl). Audience also had an influence, in this sense being empowered
to have an impact. However, there were also children feeling they
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Table 1: Created prototypes and played scenes as well as comments from peers

Prototype use description Scene in play Positive
comments

Development
suggestions

1. Electric shock robot Softy is a stuffed animal
that records the bullying through camera eyes and
punishes bullies with electric shocks. It moves in a
carriage which has buttons that decide where to
go. Softy can teleport to where bullying occurs or
to the nearest adult.

A pupil walks on a street, a bully
comes and starts to kick the victim.
Suddenly the prototype teleports to
the scene and gives an electric shock
to the bully who then stops bullying.

Paralyses the bully.
Comes quickly to
the situation.
Intervenes in
bullying. Punishes
the bully.

Is too violent.
Rather a detention
than an electric
shock as
punishment.
Should also help
the victim

2. Size-changing anti-bullying police car can be
called to school if bullying occurs. It can see past
events, and bypass traffic. It has a button that
makes it go from small to car-size so people can fit
in it. It cheers up people with a disco ball and
speakers that play music. It is easy to call via an
app when it is needed. In the app you can see the
cars locations and report what is happening. The
app notifies the car, and the it arrives at the scene.

The victim enters to the scene happily.
The bully starts to call him stupid,
push and kick the victim laying on the
ground. A passerby uses a portable
device and calls the police car. The
prototype comes to the scene, helps
the victim, and takes the bully.

Captures the bully.
Takes the bully to a
talking-to. Is fast.

Is it a good way to
actually stop
bullying? It could
take the bully and
the victim so that
the bullying could
be really solved.

3. Invisible pig-shaped comforting music
robot carries plays the saxophone to make people
happy. Music comforts and stops the bullied from
hearing the mean things bullies say. The pig
senses sad people with it’s antennas

A pupil is dancing, a bully starts to
make fun of her. A passerby interferes
and the prototype comes to the scene
and starts to play music around the
victim, who doesn’t hear the bullies
anymore.

Creating good
atmosphere. Good
that banishes the
bullies.

Not punishing the
bully. Could help
the victim. Should
be faster.

4. A Brave robot team includes 4 characters:
Santa Claus is a robot that punishes bullies, Super
monkey works with the power of thoughts, reads
minds and levitates, Robot crocodile helps smaller
kids that are bullied and Pepsi is a stuffed dog you
can have fun with. The group stops bullying and
punishes bullies by making them clean the school.
Those behaving well get prizes. You call them with
an app.

A pupil sends a message accidently to
a bully who then hits the victim.
Another pupil tries to video record the
event and bully hits him too and he
drops the phone. A passerby calls the
team of robots to the scene. Finally, the
prototype punishes the bully who has
to clean the school for a week as a
punishment.

Punishes the bully.
Good for ending
bullying. Comes
quickly.
Punishment
(cleaning the
school) is good.

It could give a
talk-to instead of
making the bully
to clean. It doesn’t
help the bully.
There could be
different type of
punishments

5. Empathy stamp robot is a Mutant
hippo-turtle that stamps everyone coming to the
school with a heart. The stamp prevents them
from having negative thoughts and leads to
nobody bullying others. It encourages bystanders
to step in when someone is bullied. Nobody needs
to call it, it has eyes that see everything and
antennas that pick up on negative thoughts

A pupil is playing with a phone.
Another pupil asks if she can play. He
says no. The girl breaks his phone. The
boy hits the girl. Another girl enters
the scene and bully hits her too. The
prototype enters the scene and stamps
all and finally, everybody becomes
friends.

Would help the
victim. Good that
prevents bullying.
Removing negative
thoughts, Gives
good mood

Can you call it?
You can escape
from it.

could not affect decision-making as much as they would have liked,
e.g., because of group dynamics: “It was fun sometimes. Sometimes
not, because others just fooled around.” (C12, boy), or because they
were confused: “It was hard sometimes. In the beginning, I was
lost” (C14, girl). Hence, not all experienced empowerment in the
relational sense.

Both forms of empowerment can be related with empowerment
in the mainstream and individual sense: motivating children to
perform better by giving them some more decision-making power
[47]. The experience invited children to envision and build new

tools, i.e. it entailed functional empowerment [47, 62]. This con-
tributed to their learning in a significant way, children recognizing
this or not. Along the activities, they were offered experiences on
how one can utilize design and technology for making the world a
better place. A girl reflects: “I liked that whole thing and how we
got a solution to it” (C9, girl). This connects with empowerment
in the sense of learning and competence development [47, 62], i.e.
offering skills and competences for the future. Many saw they had
learned valuable things, many relating to empathy and recognition
and prevention of bullying,
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We also maintain that empowerment in the critical and collective
sense [47, 62] connects with TO: the children were considering not
only themselves but a broader collective and social responsibility
vis-a-vis it. “I’m not really into plays. . . So, it wasn’t my favorite.
But it helped me understand the perspective of others” (C9, girl).
The children critically examined the current situation and engaged
in action taking, and while doing so utilized design and technology
for liberating the oppressed and improving their quality of life. The
audience was invited to the process as well. The experience was
collective in several senses: it addressed bullying as a collective
phenomenon with people in different roles and invited children
and other actors to reflect on and act against it. Several children
perceived this as an empowering experience, in the sense of learning
to adopt the perspective of the bullied and associated action taking.
“[I learned] you should help if someone is being bullied” (C2, boy).

4.3 Researcher reflection on the Theatre of the
Oppressed

Based on our experiences, we consider the following aspects as
important when engaging with children in TO:

Early, gradual familiarizing with being vulnerable. Drama
and theatre challenge children to put themselves out there and take
the risk of being looked or laughed at. Theatre and drama bring
a sense of vulnerability in a safe environment where everything
is possible, but nothing is real. We started with drama and theatre
activities early on to allow children to gradually build confidence.
We included short warm-ups to start each session, including mostly
physical movement. This was to familiarize children with feeling
vulnerable while experiencing the whole class doing the same. This
was also a way to focus children to the session, relaxing muscles,
and getting ready to be creative. Warm-ups were designed to get
more difficult for each session while still fun and relaxing. They
included stretching, shaking bodies, breathing exercises, running
in place and jumping. The short warm-ups were meant to sensitize
the mind-body connection for play rehearsals and for building a
feeling of togetherness. The familiar warm-ups were also included
in the drama sessions. Drama session rules were also introduced
which included not judging yourself or others and not comparing
yourself with others.

Building empathy. Playing a character requires being able to
put oneself into the shoes of the character. Thinking about feelings
took the project into a theatrical direction.When entering the drama
session, the first task was to come upwith feelings for the characters
to deepen the understanding of each role. This was done together
in groups so that all members knew what others were thinking and
feeling. Feelings were strengthened in the drama session warm up
where children expressed feelings with their faces and bodies, e.g.,
saying hello to each other with different feelings, for the purpose
to introduce many different feelings to children for ideas. Building
empathy is also important aspect while designing technological
tools for other people. Thus, this stage was very important from
the point of view of learning how to design, too.

Familiarizing with the theatre practice. Before the perfor-
mances children rehearsed in groups. While rehearsing, they were
asked about characters feelings, how they change and for what
reason as well as what is the setting, where does this happen, are

there lines to be written down, what direction the audience is. The
groups were instructed to prepare a statue (frozen image) of the
scenes’ beginning, middle and end. The beginning showed the start-
ing position and setting, the middle the climax or turning point
and the ending how everything ends with emphasis on changed
feelings. The purpose was to help children develop their idea of
the dramatic structure of the scene. Important was to showcase the
prototype in the scene: it was related to the climax of the scene.
Also, a worst-case scenario was introduced and practiced during
the second rehearsal: the children thought what would happen
if the prototype didn’t exist or no one came for help. It had the
same beginning but a different, more unfortunate ending. At the
end, the presentation day schedule and presentation structure were
introduced. The children were encouraged to think they are in this
together and all should support other groups. They practiced giving
applauses and they were given a homework to think of and write
down what their character would write in their diary after both
scenes.

Allowing self-determination and choice. This was empha-
sized thorough the process: the scenes and prototypes were created
by children. They decided they scene they would do: a puppet show,
miming, their lines etc. They were also allowed to decide the roles
they played. If someone didn’t want to play a big role, they could
act as a bystander.

Sensitizing with empowerment. At the end of the first drama
session the children were told about TO and why it was imple-
mented. Making the world a better place was the goal of the digital
solutions they created and of the TO: the purpose was to break
barriers of imagination and experience empowerment while bat-
tling against bullying together. Drama and theatre, combined with
design and digital technology, aimed at opening a platform for
conversation and novel solutions.

Preparing for the spect-actors. When all had practiced their
scenes, the children were given a list of questions. The same list was
given to the audience as an example for the hot seat practice during
the actual presentations. The children asked questions from each
other about their characters. This way they prepared to answer
questions during the actual presentation, but this also encouraged
them to think more deeply about their characters.

Performing, with the facilitator and spect-actors. The per-
formances are the climax of the process. A facilitator kept the
structure and hosted the event. She called for a group to enter the
stage and asked the members to introduce themselves. Each child
stepped forward to say who they were and what character they
were playing. This way it was highlighted to children and the audi-
ence they are not acting as themselves but as a character. First, they
performed the worst-case scenario. The audience was asked about
what happened in the scene and if it was realistic and relatable.
After this the hot seat was brought to the center stage and each
child sat on it to be asked a question. The audience was thanked for
questions and the group went on to perform the prototype scene
where the ”superpower” and functions of the group’s prototype
were presented. Afterwards, the audience was again asked if the
scene was realistic or relatable and what happened differently to
further reflect on the events.

Interacting with the audience. The role of the audience is
essential TO. Also, in this project, it made the scenes more real and
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revealed their brutality. It was clear the scenes did not only affect the
presenters, but also audience felt empathy for different characters.
The TO day included two shows: the audience of the first show
consisted of a sixth-grade class, the second show audience was a
fifth-grade class from the same school, both classes participated
with their teachers. During the first presentations, the audience
was rather quiet and presented questions only from the list given.
During the second show, discussion was more vivid, and many
audience questions were spontaneous. The characters were asked to
justify their behavior. Questions for the bully indicated difficulties in
understanding their motives and feelings, questions for the victim
asked the victims to take more active role and to stand up and
defend themselves. For bystanders the audience were questioning
their passive role. The role of the spect-actors was fruitful for the
actors and the audience: the actors got to present the outcomes of a
long-term project and to reflect on their characters’ behavior while
the audience got to discuss things that concerned them.

Reaching closure. It is important to offer a closing for an ex-
citing experience. Children jumped and shook the characters off to
return to their selves, took a bow and the audience gave applause.
After the audience left the room, the children were asked about
their experiences. They were thanked and told to be proud of them-
selves and their class for working together, being brave and coming
up with great ideas.

Integrating TO with critical design and Making. In our ap-
proach, we utilized TO to demonstrate and evaluate the created
design concepts and to gather development ideas and key require-
ments for bullying prevention technology for children. The empha-
sis could be different depending on the stage of the design process
TO is applied to. In our case, we wanted to empower children: in
the sense of showcasing and being proud of their designs as well to
of being able to influence and empower also the spec-actors. While
integrating TO to design process, it is essential to save time for
continuing the process and reflecting on the solutions as well as
iterating and developing them after the event.

5 DISCUSSION
We incorporated TO into critical design and Making process, par-
ticularly to the demonstration and evaluation phase, empowering
children to tackle a serious societal problem of bullying through
design and technology driven solutions and to engage a broader
school community while doing so. Previously, TO methods have
been used with children mainly within educational fields (e.g. [10]).
Our approach was one of the scarce projects applying the method
within CCI (besides [23, 66]). Like in ([10,85]) in this study chil-
dren developed strategies to confront bullying, while novel in our
approach is the strong role played by design and technology. We ap-
plied many TO inspired strategies: the preparative drama activities
were entwined already into ideation, critical analysis, and prototyp-
ing, which started with varying warmups (“knowing your body” and
“make it expressive”). We applied Image theatre inspired methods
(as in [10, 85]) while preparing the scenes and during the actual
event, Forum Theatre methods were used. Children got to experi-
ence various roles: They designed and developed stories and scenes,
acted in them, and acted as spect-actors. In addition, like in [10, 40]
, there was an external spect-actor audience, children and teachers

from other classes, involved. Most children liked the TO part in
the project and enjoyed different aspects of it. They also reflected
on the prototypes presented, identifying many positive aspects but
also areas for improvement. Many described increased empathy
towards victims and considered TO as empowering - TO was also
seen to empower the audience that was invited to participate. This
study has interesting research and design implications.

Even if in PD the value of drama and theatre for creative design
has been recognized (e.g. [9, 14, 46]) and there already is CCI re-
search addressing drama or theatre in the lives of children, this
study provides novel insights. Prior literature has utilized drama
and theatre for facilitating design and use [52, 71, 76, 87], used
drama and theatre for education of children [6, 7, 11, 19, 109] and
digitally augmented drama and theatre [1, 78, 79, 83, 84]. We show-
case Theatre of the Oppressed can be used a valuable tool in design
and Making process. One study has indicated it can be used as
part of PD for envisioning a future solution [71], while we show-
case how it can be used for demonstration and evaluation of the
created design solutions, at the same time empowering children
as technology designers and Makers, but also the audience. Crit-
ical reflection both on the problem of bullying and on the design
solutions emerged during and after the TO event. We also argue
Theatre of the Oppressed can be used a valuable educational tool.
Our project addresses STEAM education: through engagement in
critical design and Making, including TO as the climax, children
gained valuable STEAM skills and competencies regarding design
and Making of digital tools, not to mention skills and competencies
in civic engagement and in acting as agents of change. We specif-
ically consider the facilitated discussions between the actors and
audience after the drama scenes as valuable collaborative reflections
on the shared experience, increasing the potential for understand-
ing human behavior and relating this new understanding with one’s
personal experiences, both needed for deep learning. Children also
self-reported learning a lot when engaging with TO: of themselves
and of others, of the problem of bullying and of the means used
to tackle it. Particularly aspects relating to civic engagement and
being an agent of change provide novel insights for CCI litera-
ture on the integration of drama and theatre in STEAM education
[7, 19, 110, 111].

A significant contribution concerns our findings on Theatre of
the Oppressed as empowering children. Even if the potential of
drama and theatre as tools for empowerment has been acknowl-
edged in other disciplines (e.g. [24, 43, 56, 58, 101, 110]), and TO has
been experimented with in CCI [25, 71], the existing literature has
not explored the ways by which it can be considered as a tool for
empowerment. We add to the CCI’s methodological repertoire on
critical, empowerment-oriented approaches (e.g. [20, 48, 54, 55, 91]),
that aim to enable children to collectively shape and drive technol-
ogy design and development and to examine, tackle, and reflect on
crucial societal problems affecting them. As regards the mainstream
and motivational senses of empowerment [47, 100] many children
experienced meaningfulness, choice, impact and competence when
engaging in TO. It seems to offer enjoyable experiences, even if not
necessarily for all. It provided a context in which it was possible
to act out and experience the potential of a bully-free future with
digital technology as a potential solution. As regards the critical
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and relational senses [47], the children gained increased decision-
making power to tackle a significant societal problem by the means
of theatre, design and technology. They were the central actors:
playwriters, actors, audience – adults only helping and facilitating.
Such an experience hopefully encourages children to take action
also in the future, as regards problems of relevance to them but also
to the society. TO also empowered children in the critical, collective
sense: it was not only their personal problems considered, but those
oppressed, dominated, marginalized. We consider the experience of
feeling empathy and social responsibility for the bullied as highly
significant for children. Moreover, they not only developed empa-
thy and social responsibility as individuals, but collectively, and
invited also others to do so. As collaborative designers of the happy
school of the future, with digital technology as an enabling tool in
action, children were empowered as problem solvers and activists,
able to harness digital technology for the purposes of importance
and meaningful in their life and in the society. We maintain TO,
combined with critical design and Making, holds great promise
for CCI to empower children of today to act as protagonists of
the future (cf. [54]), harnessing design and technology for mak-
ing the world a better place. These insights should be of interest
broadly for CCI research, and particularly for CCI research with
interest on more critical, empowerment-oriented approaches (e.g.
[20, 48, 54, 55, 91]):

Inviting the Spect-actors to tackle bullying. The role of
spect-actors offers insights for CCI research on bullying (e.g.
[4, 82, 104]) as well as on drama and theatre (e.g. [72, 81, 98]). In
our work, the pupils took the role of protagonists of their lived
experiences and showcased dramas of bullying scenarios incorpo-
rating prototypes of their solutions. Audience interactions after
scenarios revealed what issues are important to children and how
they perceive bullying. Through this interplay of emotions between
audience and actors, it became evident the scenarios struck a chord.
Capturing audience’s feedback and reactions to drama is challeng-
ing [33], but by employing the hotseat, we obtained a unique per-
spective into issues that mattered to the children. Previous CCI
research [72, 81, 98] has explored how audience interactions and
experiences can be augmented with technology, breaking down the
fourth wall. Our use of prototypes was different as it moved the
drama forward, purposely shifting the focus from the problem to
the solution. However, it seems that the relevance of, and attention
given to, the prototypes in our dramas was second to the emotional
and social experience of bullying scenarios.

Design implications.Our study, in line with [13, 71, 76, 87] uti-
lized drama and theatre for design. We contribute through a careful
description of our theatre practice inspired procedures (see 4.3.).
The value of experts in theatre practice has already been empha-
sized [87] and we concur with this. Early and gradual preparation is
essential: children need time to get used to theatre practices, acting,
bodily engagement, emotions, and audience. We also recommend
exercises enabling children to experience empathy. The actual per-
formance in front of live audience might be intimidating. Children
should be enabled to experience vulnerability in a safe environ-
ment where everything is possible, but nothing is real. We should
aim at providing a positive collective experience. We recommend
design and Making entwined with fictional and real worlds. While
harnessing digital technology as a tool and enabler of the happy

future and acting out scenarios as characters, children can explore
digital tools in drama-based context of use and use the experience
as a resource in design. We recommend using the design concepts
and prototypes both for envisioning possible technological futures
and for critically reflecting upon current constraints and conditions.
Our original interest was on the former while the latter became
central in the process, too. While any design and Making project
is an iterative learning process, important is collective learning
taking place regarding the context of use of the tool: the trouble-
some, complex, and challenging nature of bullying and the fictional
narratives of the happier future. We don’t think the outcomes of the
design process should be taken at face value; however, they reveal
significant issues of the problem of bullying and the solving of it.
While the creative freedom of children may lead to provocative
results from adults’ point of view, their suggestions reflect the in-
tensity and emergency of the need for an intervention experienced
by children.

Limitations and future work. This study has its limitations.
We have stressed the experiences of TO within a critical design and
Making project with children, at the expense of concentrating more
on the design process. However, we believe that presenting and
describing the process from the TO viewpoint is particularly novel
and valuable for the NordiCHI research community. There are also
some practical limitations to be noted.We didn’t record the audience
interactions during the TO and we didn’t collect research consent
from the audience. Thus, we cannot analyze the rich conversations
with the audience. Moreover, we could have guided the children
to present the digital solutions even more clearly for the audience;
all their features didn’t necessarily become clear during the scenes.
This would have increased the audience focus on technology during
the scenes. In addition, we could have spent much more time on
developing the concepts after the TO phase. However, this was
already a long-term project, and the pandemic was hindering the
work at that time. We only have data on children’s experiences
immediately after the project. For long-term impacts, it would be
interesting to interview them again. In the future, it would also
be interesting to combine an exploration of the prototypes by the
audience, similar to [72], breaking that fourth wall and merging
the boundaries between audience and actors [98].

6 CONCLUSIONS
Bullying is a serious problem that CCI research has tackled through
design and technology. During recent years, CCI researchers’ inter-
est has turned towards more critical and empowering approaches.
We addressed bullying through critical design and Making with
children, including TO used during the demonstration and evalu-
ation phase, for the purpose of empowerment of children in the
critical sense. While drama and theatre have been explored in CCI,
their potential for empowering children have not been scrutinized
before. This study positioned TO within critical design and Making
process, examined children’s experiences with it and scrutinized in
which sense it can be considered empowering. Our study revealed
TO can offer positive, empowering experiences which help build
empathy and social responsibility both for the actors and the audi-
ence. The potential of TO for collective and critical empowerment is
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underscored. We conclude TO holds great potential for empowering
children in CCI.
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